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Food pics, dogs and domesticity: The chaotic mundanity of trauma on 

Instagram following the 2017 Manchester Arena Attack  

Ally McCrow-Young 

 

Visual social media such as Instagram have become saturated with images shared by 

users in response to global terror attacks. Everyday images such as dog photos, quotes 

and food photos created by users immediately following terror attacks highlight the 

overlap between banal social media habits with affective and explicit themes. Drawing on 

the recent terror attack at Manchester Arena in May 2017, this paper examines these 

seemingly random and often contradictory images, pointing to the motley and yet 

nuanced way users engage with emotion and trauma on Instagram as they react to terror 

attacks. In this case, Instagram users continue to adopt mundane rituals they are 

accustomed to using on the platform and transplant those practices onto their 

engagement with #ManchesterAttack.  

Little attention has been paid to how grassroots users share images on Instagram 

in moments following violent conflicts, as research has mainly preferenced Twitter 

(Highfield and Leaver, 2016). This paper combines qualitative interviews with content 

analysis and data extraction from the day after the Manchester attack. This mixed method 

design aims to address how we approach the “excess” of imagery (Bleiker, 2015) within 

Instagram’s “platform vernacular” (Gibbs et al., 2014) and its unique modalities 

(Waterloo et al., 2017). Instagram is a highly personalised, fluid space, where issues of 

grief and trauma become “part of a stream of personal imagery” (Leaver and Highfield, 

2018:31) rather than static places for remembrance.  

Collective and personal expression following violent events assumes a new form 

within spaces like Instagram, intersecting with different publics as well as different and 

often tangential themes. Users frequently combine inexplicable themes in 

#ManchesterAttack, such as sharing makeup and beauty images with terror attack 

hashtags. This paper analyses how these contradictory practices serve as both practical 

indexes for users’ images, and indicate their use of a familiar and accessible language of 

Instagram that is closely tied to users’ curated identities. This language takes the form of 

sharing everyday images like pet photographs and emoji mood overlays, and it is a 

language that users are highly adept at navigating. 


